Data Sheet

BlackBerry Notes
The Challenge
Employees want an easy way to access their business
notes from anywhere, and enterprises want their
employees to be up-to-date while on the go. However,
native note-taking solutions fall short—they lack the
security and desktop experience necessary for the
modern business user.

The Solution
BlackBerry® Notes is the secure note-taking solution designed for enterprise users. With BlackBerry Notes, employees can stay on top of business
workflows by creating, editing and maintaining a tile-view list of notes—all on mobile.

Boost User Productivity
With BlackBerry Notes, users can quickly and securely manage notes and
sync them back to Microsoft® Exchange for a full desktop experience on
mobile. Users can switch between mobile and desktop at any time with the
assurance that all notes are up to date.
BlackBerry Notes increases overall productivity by enabling users to access to
business insights in seconds. This means no more delayed workflows, so work
can be completed even faster.

Experience Richer Note Taking
BlackBerry Notes offers features that go beyond traditional note-taking tools.
• Experience a tile-view list to view notes with one glance
• Organize any note by title, category or date for easy searching on the go
• Utilize rich text to emphasize key points for future reference.
• Send notes as an email for quick collaboration with colleagues.

Data Sheet
Maximize Your Current Investment
Many enterprises have already invested heavily in Microsoft® Exchange to enable note-taking on the desktop, but not on mobile. BlackBerry Notes
helps maximize your investment in Microsoft Exchange by enabling you to extend business notes beyond the desktop.

Keep Your Notes Secure
BlackBerry Notes is part of BlackBerry Secure, a comprehensive endpoint-to-endpoint approach to security. BlackBerry Notes is built on
BlackBerry Dynamics, and all data in the application is protected in the secure BlackBerry container. With FIPS-validated cryptography, corporate
data is protected both in transit and at rest, eliminating the risk of data leakage. All note data will always remain in the enterprise.

Find out more about BlackBerry Notes and the BlackBerry Collaboration Mobility Suite at blackberry.com/suite
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